Intention to coerce at a party – scripted role play

Three people – Dan, Aisha and James - each to read a part. First, read the description of the situation.

At a house party, Dan and Nathan are sitting together on the sofa at a party. Nathan's friends Aisha and James are in the adjoining kitchen area. Dan is getting the drinks for himself and Nathan, he is making his JD & coke weak and Nathan’s really strong and encouraging Nathan to drink quickly, playing 'penny in the drink'. Soon, Nathan is visibly disorientated.

Aisha: Look at the state of Nathan. He's completely gone.

James: Who's that guy he's with? I don't recognise him.

Aisha: Must be someone off his course. Looks pretty intense.

[5 minutes later]
Aisha: Where did Nathan go? I'm surprised he could walk anywhere.

James: I think he went upstairs with that guy.

Aisha: Shit, I'm not sure about that... Perhaps we better find him.

[Nathan being helped upstairs by Dan]

Aisha: Hey Nathan! You okay? What you doing?

Dan: He's a bit out of it, I was gonna put him to bed. You guys go enjoy yourselves, I've got it from here.

James: Thanks, it's ok, we've done it before. Could you go get a drink of water for him?

[leads Nathan away]